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1. Introduction
The first Augmented Reality Systems (ARS) were usually designed with basis on three main
blocks, as is illustrated in Figure 1: Infrastructure Tracker Unit, Processing Unit, and Visual
Unit. The Infrastructure Tracker was responsible for collecting data from the real world,
sending them to the Processing Unit, which mixed the virtual content with the real content
and sent the result to the Video Out module of the Visual Unit. Some designs used a Video In,
to acquire required data for the Infrastructure Tracker Unit. The Visual Unit can be classified
in two types of system, depending on the followed visualization technology:
1. Video see-through: It uses a Head-Mounted Display (HMD) that employs a video-mixing
and displays the merged images on a closed-view HMD.
2. Optical see-through: It uses a HMD that employs optical combiners to merge the images
within an open-view HMD
Figure 1. Augmented Reality Systems (ARS) standard design.
HMDs are currently the dominant display technology in the AR field. [5]. However they lack
in several aspects, such as ergonomics, high prices and relatively low mobility due to their
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sizes and connectivity features. An additional problem involving HMD is the interaction with
the real environment, which places virtual interactive zones to the user, making the collision
with these zones hard due to the difficulty to interact with multiple points in different depths.
Alternative approachs to develop ARS involve the use of monitors and tablets. Monitors are
used as an option for indirect view, since the user does not look directly into the mixed world.
Tablets are used in direct view, since the user points the camera to the scene and looks directly
into the mixed world. Both approaches still have difficulties in getting collision.
To make easy the collision actions, we developed series of artifacts, which help the user
activity in the active zones, or int the active points by overlapping physical objects with virtual
objects. The AR collision is implemented even if the user is not looking directly into the mixed
world, but only into the artifact, providing another cognitive possibility as the user can use the
tactile to collide. The cognitive function associated to the artifact empowered with augmented
reality is based on an Augmented Reality Cognitive Artifact (ARCA).
This chapter presents the concepts and the technology involved with, emphasizing aspects of
authoring and interaction on augmented reality applications based on multiple markers and
multiple points. Moreover, the discusses augmented reality applications in the education and
rehabilitation areas, which use artifacts aiming to overcome the main interaction problems.
Finally, the last section concludes the chapter and presents future work.
1.1. Virtual, augmented and cross reality definitions
1.1.1. Virtual Reality (VR)
Virtual reality was the first three-dimensional interface option, allowing natural interaction
using hands with virtual environment rendered on monitors, projections or through VR HMD.
To interact with the virtual elements, it is necessary to have multimodal devices, such as VR
gloves (with sensors and tracking capabilities), force-feedback devices, 3D mice, stereoscope
glasses, etc.
Representative definitions of virtual reality are: "virtual reality is an advanced computer
interface that has real-time simulation and interactions through multi-sensor channels" [6]
and "virtual reality is a computer interface that allows the user to interact, in real time, in a
computer generated three-dimensional world, using his senses through special devices" [19].
In virtual reality environments, the user sees the virtual world, through a window rendered
on monitor screens or projection screens; or the user is inserted into the virtual world through
HMD or projection rooms, called caves. When the user is totally inserted into the virtual
world, through HMD, caves and multi-sensed devices, the virtual reality is called Immersive
(Figure 2a). When the user is partially inserted into the virtual world, through monitor or
equivalent, the virtual reality is called Non-Immersive (Figure 2b).
1.1.2. Augmented Reality (AR)
The AR definition has evolved with the technologic evolution. In early definitions, the real
world augmentation was obtained only through visual elements [16]; however, with the
development of audio and haptic interactions associated with spatial position in real-time,
the AR concept has been extended.
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Figure 2. Virtual reality examples. (a) Immersive VR environment; (b) Non-Immersive VR environment.
Azuma [2] [1] defines augmented reality as a system that allows the user to see the real world,
with virtual objects superimposed upon or composed with the real world. That system has
the following three characteristics: it combines real and virtual elements; it is interactive in
real time; and it is registered in a three-dimensional (3D) way. Figure 3 shows some results of
a real world augmentation with virtual elements.
Figure 3. Augmented reality examples. (a) Virtual objects are misplaced; (b) Virtual objects are correctly
placed.
In addition, the development of audio and haptic interactions associated with spatial position
in real-time, the AR concept has been expanded. In this context, a wider AR definition
involves the real world empowered with virtual objects that consider several aspects, such
as: visualization, audio, haptic, etc.
According to an updated definition "Augmented Reality is an interface based on computer
generated information combination (static and dynamic images, spatial sounds and haptic
sensations) with the real user environment, provided by technological devices and using
natural interaction in the real world" [19].
A way to bring virtual information to the physical user environment is using a webcam, which
captures a live stream of the real world, and tracks some features, allowing the computer to
add virtual information to the real world. The result can be seen, heard and felt by monitors,
projections, helmets and haptic devices, depending on the interaction devices that take part
of the system.
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1.1.3. Cross-Reality (CR)
Cross-reality involves a ubiquitous mixed reality environment that comes from the fusion of a
network of sensors and actuators (which collects and sends data related to the real world)
with shared virtual worlds, using an augmented reality interface, where the exchange of
information is bidirectional between the real and the virtual world. [34] [17]
Cross-reality can be classified in two types: Non Overlapped and Overlapped.
• Non Overlapped Cross-Reality (NonOVER-CR). It is an AR environment with virtual
elements, which are not overlapped with the real elements, using a network of sensors
and actuators to acquire bidirectional communication between virtual and real objects. An
example of this type of CR is a Seconf Life application that communicates with the real
world [35].
• Overlapped Cross-Reality (OVER-CR). It is an AR environment with virtual elements
overlapped with the real elements, using a network of sensors and actuators to acquire
bidirectional communication between virtual and real objects. This type of CR was
discussed by [27], who explained the concept of augmented space, overlaying layers
of data over the physical space using technology. Keiichi Matsuda, in his thesis
[29], describes some examples of physical space overlaid with dynamically changing
multimedia information, localized for each user.
Figure 4 shows an example of NonOVER-CR and OVER-CR, developed with the basAR
authoring tool (Section 4.2), where there are two buttons (one virtual and one real) and
an overlapped lamp (LED and virtual light beam). The buttons are not overlapped,
witch characterizes a NonOVER-CR example; additionally, the illumination characterizes an
OVER-CR example. The interaction with the real or the virtual button activates or deactivates
the overlapped lamp, showing the LED on and the virtual beam or the LED off without the
virtual beam.
Figure 4. Cross-Reality example.
Figure 5 shows a CR representation obtained from the fusion of the augmented reality area
(overlapping real and virtual environments) with ubiquitous computing, involving a network
of real and virtual sensors and actuators. In this situation, interactions in the real environment
reflect into the virtual environment and vice-versa. When the virtual and real sensors are
overlapped, the interactions in the two worlds are concomitant. These results of this property
could be useful in several types of applications, involving telepresence, collaborative and
remote work in physical installations empowered by virtual elements, etc.
Cross-Reality makes possible to interact with remote equipments, as well as with complex
experiments which are hard to simulate.
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Figure 5. Cross-Reality, virtual and real interfaces.
2. Augmented reality artifacts
Humans actuating in the physical world frequently use artifacts as extension of their own
knowledge and reasoning systems to support the remembering and processing of information
[3] [32]. Classical examples are a shopping list and a string tied around a finger. In this way,
artifacts that are used in cognitive applications, are named cognitive artifacts.
The term cognitive artifact was coined by Norman [31] and has different definitions, depending
on the available technology and the type of application. An up-to-date definition, a cognitive
artifact is a physical object or software application used to aid, enhance or improve thinking
and reasoning.
Artifacts, including the cognitive ones, have significant potential to be implemented with
augmented reality based on computer vision, once the prototype can present low cost and be
easily distributed to interested users. Several interactive artifacts for rehabilitation are being
developed, however most of them are applied in motor rehabilitation. There are few examples
related to cognitive rehabilitation [4] [37] [12].
Artifacts based on Augmented Reality technology may fulfill the following requirements: [21]
• The artifact, for cogntive application have to involve muti-sensory perception, memory,
attention, logic and motor control, in order to allow the preparation of cognitive exercises;
• The physical parts of the artifact has to be built with ordinary materials, involving a simple
process, presenting availability and low cost;
• For this, it could be adopted materials such as Styrofoam, cardboard or wood, to
implement the physical structure, tied with glue, always followed by instructions and
templates;
• The logical parts of the artifact have to use augmented reality technology based on
computer vision software. Authoring tools for rapid prototyping, using augmented reality
can make easy the development of applications. A further section will present three
possible authoring tools for these purposes;
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• The user interactive actions on the artifact must be tangible and easy. This property, due
to the coincident physical and virtual points, allows force feedback interactions, because
when the user touches the interacting device (pointer) on the artifact, he feels the contact
and the virtual action point is enabled. This characteristic is important because it gives
more comfort to the user. When the points are placed into the 3D space, without physical
association, they demand more ability and concentration from the user to collide the
pointer with the virtual points.
Augmented Reality Artifacts Applications can be visualized with a projector or a HMD;
however, using a computer monitor is cheaper, available and easy to operate. The artifact
allows direct interaction with sound feedback, but the visualization will be indirect, when a
monitor is used.
3. Authoring tools for AR artifact applications
In the last years, series of AR authoring tools were released to help users to develop spatial
applications mediated by computer. Authoring augmented reality tools can be classified,
according to their characteristics of programming and content design, in low and high level,
considering the concepts abstraction and interface complexity incorporated in the tool.
Programming tools are based on basic or advanced libraries (basic or advanced ones),
involving computer vision, registration, three-dimensional rendering, sounds, input/output
and other functions. ARToolKit [16], MR [42], MX [11] and FLARToolKit are examples of low
level programming tools. The development of applications, based on programming tools can
be complex. Futhermore, authoring tools, templates and interfaces cover the development
complexity and ease the steps to achieve the application abstraction, as illustrated in Figure 6
.
Figure 6. Complexity versus Abstraction in AR Applications Development.
ARToolKit is one of the first augmented reality programming tools that use marker
registration and computer vision. In this tool, the developers need C/C++ programming skills
to author the applications. A more recent tool, FLARToolKit is a wrapper from ARToolKit,
developed with Action Script 3, the language from Adobe Flash environments. FLARToolKit
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has a distinguishing feature, which is to enable the creation of web-based augmented reality
applications.
Content design tools are independent of a specific programming language, replacing it by the
description of the virtual objects and their relationship with the real environment. IN this
context, APRIL [24] is a low level example of this type of tool, which uses XML descriptions.
IN the other had, high level content design tools use graphical user interfaces to represent the
descriptions and interactions, as it occurs in DART [26], AMIRE [13], ECT [15], ComposAR
[39] and ARSFG [43].
High level content design should be more intuitive and suitable for non-programmers. These
tools can support scripting and visual interfaces, new functionalities added by user and real
time interpretation.
Our research is different from other AR authoring tools, since it considers the following
characteristics.
• A level of abstraction that covers the framework (ARToolKit or FLARToolkit);
• Authoring AR applications depends on editing configuration files and tangible operations;
• There are different authoring levels, depending on the skills of the developer;
• Authoring can use tangible operations, editing configuration files and mouse and
keyboard support; however the end users can interact with the AR application using only
one or two markers.
Authoring AR application basically depends on: structure of the AR environment; data
structure and folders that support the tool; authoring interface; configuration tasks, action
commands, system commands, and utilization procedures that support the end-user to
navigate and interact with the augmented environment.
3.1. ARAS-NP
To make easy the development of AR applications with those elements, we developed the
authoring tool ARAS-NP (Augmented Real Authoring System for Non-Programmers). It
includes authoring and utilization characteristics, besides additional features related to a
shared remote use, which enables user collaboration.
ARToolKit is the core of ARAS-NP and additional functionalities were programmed with
C/C++. The software, user manual and applications of ARAS-NP are freely distributed by
the authors [18].
Augmented reality involves more than superimpose virtual objects and annotations over the
real world. Thus, the augmented world (Figure 7 ), as considered in this work, presents
real and virtual objects, such as: interactive objects, which can change in certain situations;
animated objects, which can be activated; visible or invisible objects, which vanish or appear
in certain cases; visible or invisible points, which can be activated or deactivated; etc.
Moreover, the augmented reality environment can be modified after the initial authoring , for
example, by adding, changing and deleting points and virtual objects.
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Figure 7. Augmented World.
The data structure of the augmented reality environment to be authored comprises reference
markers, which have associated virtual boards, and their respective elements (points, virtual
objects and sounds) that appear on the board, according to Figure 8. These elements must
be placed in folders that the developer needs to manipulate in order to create the augmented
reality environment.
Figure 8. ARAS-NP Data Structure.
3.2. basAR
The basAR (Behavioral Authoring System for Augmented Reality) is an evolution of the
ARAS-NP, once it uses the same AR framework ARToolKit as its core. Its configuration is
based on description files and it follows the same approach of using action points, differently
of other authoring tools that create behavior and interactivity based on marker position,
orientation and proximity. The software, user manual and applications of basAR are freely
distributed by the authors [8].
The basAR data structure is organized according to Figure 9.
The basAR tool involves a multi-layer approach, with the following features:
• Infrastructure: It defines the correlation between the real and virtual worlds, such as
markers and their properties;
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Figure 9. basAR Data Structure.
• Structure: It defines the virtual points layer and where they are located;
• Content: It defines the models, sounds, etc. that are used to create the application
abstraction;
• Behavior: It defines how the augmented layer handles the feedbacks from the user
interaction. The basAR behavior is structured by commands that describe dynamically
the application; those commands are grouped on a language called basAR-AL (basAR
Authoring Language) [8];
• Acting: It defines how the user interacts with the structure layer;
• Cross-Reality: It defines the keywords used by the behavior layer to communicate with
the hardware.
3.3. FLARAS
FLARAS (Flash Augmented Reality Authoring System) is an augmented reality authoring tool
based in the same action point approach of ARAS-NP; futhermore, it represents an evolution,
mainly due to the graphic interface and because it allows to develop application to be hosted
on the Internet and played on any computer that has Adobe Flash Player. This is an important
advance, since most technologies are going forward the Web applications and the cloud
computing. The software, user manual and applications of FLARAS are freely distributed
by the authors [41].
The FLARAS data structure is organized according to Figure 10 .
4. Augmented reality applications for education
The main advantages to use ARS for educational purposes are: [7]
• Students are more motivated, because they live an experience proposed by the application
and the use of a new technology;
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Figure 10. FLARAS Data Structure.
• AR can illustrate processes and characteristics that are not usually viewed by the user;
• AR allows detailed visualization and objects animation;
• AR allows micro and macro visualizations that cannot be seen with naked eyes, as well as
proposes different view angles to understand the subject;
• AR allows interactive virtual learning using virtual experiments;
• AR allows the students to recreate the experiments out of the school environment;
• The students become more active due to the interactive application characteristics;
• AR encourages creativity, improving the experience;
• AR provides equal opportunities to different cultural students;
• AR helps to teach computational and peripheral skills.
AR technology has an strong appeal to the constructivism, where the students control their
own learning [10]. AR environments allow the students to explore objects, perform tasks,
learn concepts and develop skills. Using AR educational applications, each student can
look for its own interests, in its own speed and need, which better suits to its individual
characteristics. For example, in a historical place, using an AR application, each student can
define its own discovery way [14].
This section shows some educational examples developed with different authoring tools, such
as:
• ARAS-NP: AR books, Spatial Tutor, Q&A Applications, Perspective learning;
• basAR: Geometry teach and learning application;
• FLARToolKit: Electromagnetism teach and learning application.
4.1. AR books
The AR books comprise applications that have been much disseminated in the last years [14].
When a person looks to an AR books, it seems as any other book. However, when the user
puts the books in front of a computer with a webcam, 3D objects, sounds, animation, extra
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explanations and several interactive elements seem to jump from the pages. These resources
are added to the book to motivate the student to explore the presented theme, supporting the
learning process.
Some examples of AR Books are the GeoAR [36] and the SpaceAR [33].
The GeoAR is an AR book to teach geometry subjects related to the main geometric shapes.
Figure 11a presents the page of the square in the GeoAR, showing the marker, and some
explanations and formulas. Figures 11b and 11c shows the book with the AR layer of the
sphere and cube square pages.
Figure 11. GeoAR examples. (a) Example page, (b) Sphere page and (c) Square page.
Another example of AR Book is the SpaceAR. It has information about the Solar System, and
its pages guide the user into new discoveries of the objects that orbit the Sun. Figures 12a,
12b and 12c illustrate the use of the book, with the Sun and its information and a rotating
animation.
Figure 12. SpaceAR examples. (a) How to use the book, (b) Sun information page and (c) Sun animation.
4.2. AR spatial tutor to explore multimedia and three-dimensional environments
The AR Spatial Tutor aims at creating interaction with panels and mockups using AR, to
expose 3D objects, annotations, sounds and animations.
This tutor is based on the ARAS-NP tool and includes two physical artifacts to show the tutor
use. The first version is based on a Photographic Panel representing the Itaipú Hoover, in
Brazil (Figure 13a). It has some action points located on the panel, which, when are clicked
with the interaction artifact, they show annotations (Figure 13b), sounds and explanations.
Those points can have multiple information elements that allow the expansion of contents or
the fulfilling of different types of users.
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Figure 13. AR Spatial Tutor - Multimedia. (a) Photographic Panel and (b) AR annotations.
The second version of the AR Spatial Tutor is based on a mockup of the same Itaipú Hoover,
made from Styrofoam. An AR layer paints the Styrofoam and place the action points. A simple
look at the mockup shows a static artifact, without interaction, which could be no attractive
to students or users. However, when the AR layer is placed, the mockup is empowered with
dynamic content, motivating its use. Figure 14a shows the mockup without the AR layer and
Figure 14b shows the AR layer added.
Figure 14. AR Spatial Tutor - Multimedia. (a) Mockup without AR layer and (b) with AR layer.
4.3. Q&A-AR game
The Q&A-AR educational spatial game is a multiplayer car racing game based on questions
and answers, which works in an augmented reality environment [20].
The game Q&A-AR fulfills the following requirements:
• The game must have educational potential involving several themes of study using texts,
illustrations and sounds;
• The physical parts of the game must be made with ordinary materials and process in order
to have availability and low cost;
• The logical parts of the game must use augmented reality technology based on computer
vision;
• The interactive actions to be executed on the game must be tangible and easy;
• The information related to the game (questions, answers, instructions) must be easily
customized by teachers;
• The user interface of the game must consider usability factors, such as easy to understand,
easy to learn and easy to use.
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The game uses a series of artifacts, including nonmoving artifacts, and moving parts.
The nonmoving artifact contains two perpendicular planes in order to present the game
information to the user. The vertical plane contains the reference marker, which is used to
superimpose the virtual information on the artifact. The horizontal plane presents the race
path with ten cells, and a textual area for questions and answers.
The moving parts are composed by the player cars, the dices and an interaction pointer with
a marker.
The virtual structure is composed of virtual buttons that overlap the printed buttons, the
virtual cell buttons. To perform the interaction, the player only needs to touch the physical
pointer on the printed button or on the top of the cars placed on the path cells.
Figures 15a, 15b, 15c and 15d present the nonmoving parts, the moving parts, the activation
of a question and the answer elements, and the augmented reality environment of the game,
respectively.
Figure 15. Q&A-AR Game. (a),(b),(c) and (d) present the nonmoving parts, the moving parts, the
activation of a question and the answer elements, and the augmented reality environment of the game,
respectively.
The goal of the game is to reach the end of the path first. The cars run over the path on
the horizontal plane driven by moving information, involving dice, forward and backward
movement indicated by buttons or by result of the player performance, and answering to the
questions presented by the activation of the virtual path cell buttons.
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4.4. Perspective learning
To see and describe real and imaginary three-dimensional scenes from the observer’s
viewpoint is an intuitive activity for non-impaired people; However, it is difficult and even
impossible for congenitally blind people, once it involves abstract concepts for them, such
as: perspective, depth planes, occlusion, etc. This project, supported by an augmented
reality tool, helps blind people to understand, describe and convert three-dimensional scenes
in two-dimensional embossed representations, like painting. To understand how the blind
people can acquire those concepts, we developed an augmented reality application, working
as an audio spatial tutor to make the perspective learning process easy [23] [38].
Figure 16 presents some developed ARCAs for perspective learning application.
Figure 16. (a),(b),(c) and (d) are ARCAs used in this Perspective Learning, respectively.
4.5. Geometry learning
The development of spatial skills involves a critical understanding, when students start
learning three-dimensional objects. In order to help this achievement, the teachers usually
employ woodcraft artifacts and several orthographic and axonometric projections inside
books [28]. A way to improve the learning of three-dimensional shapes is content based on
AR. This application is used to teach polygon extrusion and revolution math concepts, using
the authoring tool basAR to create the interactive application, where the student chooses the
type of polygon and then apply the movement. Figure 17a shows the three possible polygons
(circle, cube and triangle). When a polygon is chosen, it shows the two possibilities (extrusion
or revolution), according to the Figure 17b. Figures 17c and 17b show the extrusion and
revolution results of a circle.
This application can be found on the Internet [9].
4.6. Electromagnetism with augmented reality
Some concepts of electromagnetism, as they are relatively abstract, require more effort
from the students to be understood. With the intention to offer an alternative way, that
would be more interactive and dynamic, the MiniLabElectroMag-AR (Mini Laboratory of
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Figure 17. (a) Polygons choices; (b) user selected the circle; (c) extrusion result; (d) revolution result .
Electromagnetism with Augmented Reality) was developed. The purpose of this application
is to work as a simple laboratory for experiments about electromagnetism, allowing, for
example, that students explore in a practical way some basic concepts, such as electric
currents, electric circuits, that inducted magnetic field generated by the flow of electric current
on a straight wire, and also the simulation of the Oersted’s experiment.
Figure 18a shows the artifact with the lamp, battery and switch elements draw. The Figure
18b shows the same artifact with the AR layer, with the virtual elements superimposed.
Figure 18c shows compass deflection due to the magnetic induction of the wire. Figure 18d
shows two students collaboratively exploring the experience.
Figure 18. (a) Artifact with drawn elements; (b) Artifact with AR layer; (c) and (d) Oersted’s
experiments.
This application can be found on the Internet [40].
5. Augmented reality applications for cognitive rehabilitation
Nowadays, with the technological evolution, cognitive rehabilitation is using interactive
artifacts, such as software applications (based on multimedia and virtual reality) and physical
objects controlled by computer (PDAs, tablets, cellular phones, specific devices with GPS,
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accelerometers and other technological resources, etc.). Those artifacts are part of technology
for cognitive rehabilitation and can help disabled people presenting traumatic brain injury,
stroke, learning disabilities and multiple sclerosis. Besides, they have some potential to aid
people with dementia, autism spectrum disorders and mental retardation [30].
The cognitive artifacts used for retraining and development of cognitive skills explores
the following aspects: temporal and spatial orientation; attention, concentration and
calculation; language understanding and speaking; understanding of social cues; judgment
and abstraction; immediate recall, recent and remote memory; organization; planning and
problem solving; mental processing speed; multi-sensory processing (visual, auditory and
motor); self-control and self-confidence.
With recent technological trends, rehabilitation patients are getting access to advanced
interactive devices with interesting features, such as highly technological, highly interactive
and multi-sensory ones. Nevertheless, those devices present some disadvantages, such as:
complex using, difficulty to convert the rehabilitation training to real-life benefits, low or
medium availability, medium or high cost, medium or high dexterity demanding, etc. To
overcome such problems, it is important to use assistive devices, presenting simplicity as their
main feature [25].
We discuss next the development of interactive cognitive artifacts and their applications for
retraining and improvement of cognitive skills, aiming at satisfying the main characteristics
desired in a modern cognitive device, such as: low cost, easy customization, user-friendly
interface, multi-sensory input/output, low dexterity demanding, etc.
The rehabilitation examples, presented next, are:
1. ARAS-NP: Artifact-AR
2. basAR: dGames-VI Memory Game and dGames-inclusive AR Pong
5.1. Artifact-AR
The Artifact-AR was implemented as a 3D structure built with three perpendicular planes, so
that each one contains nine cells that can be virtually colored or has spatial colored virtual
"coins" activated (Fig. 19). Besides, on the upper side, there is a plane extension used to
accommodate the application marker and control buttons and to receive visual information
like pictures and texts. The user interacts with the physical artifact, hears the auditory
information from computer loudspeaker and visualizes effects (video of the physical artifact
expanded with virtual information) on a monitor placed in front of him/her.
The visualization can also be obtained by a projector or an augmented reality HMD, although
using a computer monitor is cheap, available and easy to operate. The artifact allows direct
interaction with sound feedback; on the other hand, if a monitor or a projector is utilized, the
visualization will be indirect, and, if a HMD is utilized, the visualization will be direct.
We initially developed two cognitive applications exploring identification, memorization,
comparison and association of pictures, patterns and sounds. An application considers
pre-built patterns whereas the other one allows the assembly of patterns through the
interaction with each cell individually. Figure 19a presents examples where the user can select
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a picture on the right side and/or a pattern composed of virtual embossed "coins" on the
perpendicular planes, comparing or associating pictures and patterns. Figure 19b presents an
example of picture containing one plane pattern to serve as reference to be replicated by the
user through the activation of cells on a plane.
Figure 19. (a) Comparison and association of pictures and/or patterns; (b) Replication of patterns.
Although that application was implemented originally with ARAS-NP, it is being converted
with FLARAS to work on the Internet.
The final project using FLARAS will be available on the Internet [22]
5.2. dGames-VI memory game
This project presents a solution to exercise cognitive skills, as association and memory , based
on a classic memory card game, using a simple artifact, enhanced with AR. In this application,
a therapist can setup several maps, with different characteristics and levels.
This artifact (Figure 20a) was developed using blended tactile and audition sense allowing its
use for visual-impaired people. However, as it can also show images (Figure 20b), it can be
used by non-visual impaired people as a memory game, or in classes activities, to teach word
association, languages, scene associations, etc.
Figure 20. (a) Artifact design; (b) Artifact with AR layer.
An example of this artifact, applied as an inclusive memory card game, is given as follows
(Figure 21):
1. The therapist builds several maps, with different characteristics, levels, etc.;
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2. The therapist setups the environment with the artifact and the webcam/computer,
adopting the AR required software;
3. The system creates the first option, asking to start the activity. The user chooses the next
option. The system issues a start sound and shows the covered map.
4. The user chooses a first card (hole). The system issues the card sound and shows its image;
5. The user chooses a second card. The system issues the card sound and its image. If the
pair of sounds (and/or images) related to the two cards matches, the system verifies if the
amout of pairs on the map is completed. If it is completed, the system issues a game over
sound and releases the next map, retrieving to step 3; otherwise it continues. If the pair
does not match, it issues a mistaken sound, closing both selected cards and enabling the
user to go to step 4.
Figure 21. dGames-VI Memory Game Diagram.
5.3. dGames-inclusive AR pong
This project presents a solution to exercise spatial association of a 3D audio stimulus with its
corresponding motor feedback. It was inspired on the Ping-Pong game, using a low cost and
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easily built Artifact enhanced with an AR layer provided by the basAR authoring tool. In this
application, a blind people can play against the computer or against other player who is not
necessarily blind as well. The game can has a therapeutic and, in this last case, the therapist
can set exercises sequences to evaluate the patient.
Figure 22a shows the Styrofoam artifact, with the AR layer, from the camera view (Figure
22b). Figure 22c shows a therapeutic setup, where, in the right artifact (Therapist Artifact), the
therapist can set the sequences and the speed in the top three spaces on his artifact grid.
Figure 22. (a) Artifact design; (b) Artifact with AR layer; (c) Application setup.
The AR software layer provides a 3D audio placement, as Figure 23a, the horizontal placement
is performed by the stereo balance; the vertical placement is performed by the frequency
modulation, in which a higher pitch indicates a higher height and a lower pitch indicates
a lower height; the deep placement is associated with the volume, in which higher volumes
indicate that the object is near of the user. Figure 23b shows how to control the ball speed.
Five stages, with four time intervals control the ball speed, that is, with high time intervals the
speed is decreased, and to get fast speed the time intervals are decreased.
Figure 23. (a) Sound placement into a 3D space; (b) Adjusting the time intervals to control ball speed.
The inclusion of 3D placement in the artifact, enables the augmented reality properties. In this
sense, each artifact cell has a deep placement (Figure 24a), to create each cell ball movement.
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The vertical and horizontal placements are interlaced, to create nine possible combinations of
pan and possible pitch (Figure 24b) so that the user can find the correct cell by its sound.
Figure 24. (a) Deep placement; (b) Sound behavior.
6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the concepts and technology related to augmented reality
applications, as well as authoring tools and developed applications in the areas of education
and cognitive rehabilitation.
When using augmented reality systems based on multiple points instead of on multiple
markers, we notice that the collision of the interaction device with the virtual points was hard
to accomplish, due to the spatial positioning. To solve this problem, an augmented reality
artifact was created, to place the virtual points over real points in a physical structure. The
augmented reality artifacts solved the problem with the spatial collision in multiple depths.
This allowed the development of several augmented reality applications for educational and
cognitive rehabilitation purposes, once the artifact empowered with smart augmented reality
reactions would provide significant support to students and patients, at low cost.
The fast prototyping of the application solutions with Styrofoam, cardboards, and easily
found materials allows the creation of artifacts enriched with the augmented reality layer,
which can be easily distributed and used. Even with the artifact weaknesses, it seems to be a
very interesting option to be applied. Evaluation tests confirmed important strengths of using
the artifacts, such as low cost, availability, user-friendly interfaces, multi-sensory, tangible
interaction, non-demanding dexterity, etc.
The proposed authoring tools have distinct characteristics with respect to other approaches
which are based on marker relation behavior, as we use action point interactions. This option
allows the use of a minimum amount of marker, instead of a pack of markers to drive an
application.
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The authors believe that augmented reality artifacts have high potential to be applied in
educational and cognitive rehabilitation applications, due to the specific potentiality provided
by the augmented reality and the three-dimensional artifact features.
As future work, we are evolving the authoring tools, aiming at generating more powerful
and easy-friendly versions and exploring the integration of web applications with online
augmented reality applications implemented with the FLARAS authoring tool. Besides, we
are developing cognitive and motor rehabilitation games, using the basAR authoring tool, and
studying the use of cross-reality in innovative applications that could effectively contribute to
the educational and rehabilitation areas.
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